“Woman in Wheelchair Saves Lives”
Karri Stokely (Lakeland, FL) says, “I feel better
now than I have felt in my entire adult life thanks to
Louella Harris.” Karri spent days in bed due to migraine
headaches and a lowered immune system disorder. Then
she met Louella.
James Tomasi (Oklahoma City, OK) declares, “I
would be dead today if it were not for Louella Harris.”
James was ready to commit suicide due to the pain of
Trigeminal Neuralgia when his wife heard Louella on the
radio.
Barbara Ellington (Boston, MA) tells everyone,
“I’m back to work because of a woman in a
wheelchair.” Barbara, an artist, had lost the use of her
hands and arms due to pain. Her career was over. Then
she saw Louella on television.
Louella Harris, (Lakeland, FL) a master degreed rehabilitation counselor who
contracted polio at age 3, is saving lives by spreading the word about a little-known
procedure that is bringing pain relief to thousands.
Thirteen years ago, Harris became confined to bed due to fibromyalgia and postpolio syndrome. The pain was so intense that any sort of movement was agony. Her
husband, Richard, had to help Louella with all her needs. She couldn't even sit up or hold
a book.
“Like many of my clients,” Harris recalls, “I was told to learn to live with it.”
Then a friend told Louella about a non-surgical procedure practiced by only 2000
chiropractors worldwide. Harris says, “I couldn’t get past the word ‘chiropractor’. I was
extremely skeptical of chiropractic; I had no idea that chiropractic as a whole is now so
advanced, there are many different types. I had never heard of Upper Cervical, a very
specific type of chiropractic that meticulously corrects the position of the atlas, the top
bone of the spine at the base of the skull. But from the moment my Upper Cervical doctor
corrected this 2 ounce bone, I felt all the pain rush out of me, while it seemed electrical
currents exploded in me. To this day, it never ceases to amaze me how these doctors can do
this.”
In 3 months, Louella was out of bed, back to work, able to get pregnant, and forming
a national non-profit consumer awareness organization, The National Awareness
Campaign for Upper Cervical Care, Inc. to inform the public about this phenomenal
answer to pain.
According to Harris, many people with chronic conditions like Fibromyalgia,
headaches of all kinds, neck, shoulder, back, hip, and knee pain, as well as Carpal
Tunnel Syndrome can be helped significantly without drugs or surgery. “Results may

differ, but many will have their lives restored,” Harris said on an interview on CBS. “This
technology was available all the time I suffered. It is amazing to me that, as a master’s
degreed rehabilitation counselor aware of the latest medical technology, I was completely
ignorant of the role a 2 ounce bone at the base of our skulls plays in our overall health. It’s
one thing to hurt because nothing can be done – but suffering because of ignorance is
tragic.”
Louella’s staff researches areas throughout the country and
Canada to locate chiropractors who have received the intensive
training required to perform this very unusual technique. She
says, “Most people are unaware of this type of chiropractic. As a
result, people who are suffering may be right next door to their
answer: an Upper Cervical doctor.”
“We’ve found an outstanding Upper Cervical doctor in
this area”, says Harris. “Dr. Roger Smith. What’s amazing about
Dr. Smith is that he refuses to take credit for the miracles that walk out of his clinic.”
Instead, he explains, “All I do is reposition the atlas, the vertebrae of the spine that is
closest to the brainstem. When that happens, the body’s own ability to self-repair is
restored. I’m not doing the healing. The body is.”
Dr. Smith says he does not cure anything, but a number of his patients with
whiplash, asthma, allergies, attention deficit disorders, digestive problems, tendonitis
and arthritis have responded well to the procedure. “The list of conditions is very
diversified because the procedure restores proper nerve flow to all parts of the body. That
makes a huge difference in the body’s ability to overcome a number of issues,” says Smith.
“Most people come to me as a last resort when nothing else has worked.”
Louella has experienced her body being able to heal when nothing else worked and a
national non-profit consumer awareness organization has resulted. James Tomasi is out
talking to everyone with Trigeminal Neuralgia. Karri has not had one migraine since the
first time her atlas was corrected. Barbara is painting her pictures with joy. These are only
a few of thousands who are discovering this little-known healthcare technology.
Jim Burleson, Public Relations director for the NACUCC, says, “Louella’s mission
is to raise public awareness of this safe and natural procedure effective for children as well
as adults. Thousands of people are getting their lives back as a result of our TV and radio
programs. Anyone with any kind of physical problem needs to give this technology serious
consideration.”

For more information, contact Dr. Roger Smith at (714) 848-8122.

